CENTRAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF BURMA

To:

Central Committee
Communist Party of Britain

Dated: 2016, October 1st

From:
Central Organizing Committee
Communist Party of Burma

Subject: Felicitations to the Fifty-fourth Congress of the Communist
Party of Britain.
Dear Comrades,

At a time when the working peoples of the world are facing the
economic woes and social chaos which ensue from the rabid attempts of
the imperialists to save capitalism from its doom, we, comrades from a
South-east Asian nation hail the congress of comrades who are struggling
against capitalism in Europe, the continent where most of the world's
capitalist nations are situated.

The post-Cold War contention and re-division of regions under their
influence among the big powers, instead of coming to an end has in fact
become ever more intense and treacherous. New problems of war
refugees and their resettlement, undeniable outcomes of their imperialist
rivalry, have reached unprecedented heights in history. At a time when the
US imperialist tries to focus its concentration of military power in the
China Seas, Burma, a country that offers western outlets to China, is also
being drawn into the maelstrom. Being sandwiched between the world's
two most populous nations and situated at a crucial point of one of the
world's most important sea lanes, powerful nations never lose sight of our
country's politics, and now the manipulative designs of western nations
are overtly going full swing in Burma's politics.
At a time like this, the struggles and movements of the peoples of

Europe to rein in the imperialists are of utmost value to the all the peoples
of the world. Just like the time during the Vietnam War, we must unite to
thwart the efforts of the imperialist forces from fanning war around the
world.
In our country, as the people have come to realize the inevitable
limitations of the new elected government, their interest and inclination
towards Marxism and Leftism has gained momentum. We shall make use
of this opportunity and revitalize our party's work with the peoples of our
nation.
Success to the Fifty-fourth Congress of the Communist Party of Britain!

Long Live the Fraternal Relationship between the Communist Party of
Britain and the Communist Party of Burma!

Central Organizing Committee
Communist Party of Burma

